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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract 

This paper is a study focuses on two concepts often used in political and scientific debates, namely urban renewal and sustainable 
development. 
The objectives of this study are, on the one hand, the analysis of the process of spontaneous urban renewal in the former Aurasian 
settlements and the search for a link between this process and the requirements of sustainable development, on the other hand. To 
do this, we chose the Dechra Beida, one of the oldest and most important human settlements of both the Aures and the 
agglomeration of Arris. Our approach consists of a comparative analysis of the urban fabric of the Dechra Beida on three 
different dates (1962, 2010 and 2016) and the data processing was carried out using the software QGIS (2.18.2) and Fractalyse 
(2.4.1). 
The results show that spontaneous urban renewal is a process that underpins the development of ancient human settlements and 
thus fits well with the objectives of sustainability. This is clearly highlighted by the rational use of natural resources as well as the 
recycling and reconstruction of the urban fabric, which limit the sprawl and waste of peripheral areas. 
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1. Introduction 

Spontaneous urban renewal is a phenomenon which always existed and continued being. Just like our bodies 
renew regularly their cells to continue to live; cities also renew their contents since their creation, to follow one 
another to themselves while modifying their general aspect and their extensions. Every city is so touched by the 
phenomenon of the urban renewal, even if this process knew time-varying intensities and according to the local or 
contemporary contexts which favored it or on the contrary controlled it [1]. It has for main stakes the urban and 
social reorganization through the densification and the re-use of existing urban fabric and as well as the limitation of 
the urban sprawl and the reduction of its fatal consequences which are a challenge for the sustainable development 
of cities. 

2. Problematic 

In Aures and during the sixties and the beginning of the seventies, we attended the decline of the old human 
settlements among which some collapsed, and others following the example of those of the urban area of Arris seem 
less affected. The disappearance of certain activities, consequences of important rural exodus aggravated by the 
decay of the built frame; explaining the complexity of a situation which affects appreciably the old Aurasian urban 
agglomerations. But from the years eighty and thanks to the special programs, of which the region of Aures 
benefited, the inverse phenomenon occurred and this engendered an urban renewal in a good number of urban areas. 
The former constructions were gradually demolished and reconstructed and the streets redrawn and\or widened. The 
recycling of the urban fabric was spontaneous because the men were forced to rebuild on the inherited and already 
occupied plots of land. 

Through the study of Dechra Beida, one of the old cores of the built-up area of Arris, we tried to explain this 
shape of implicit regeneration which developed spontaneously. We also tried to include the reasons which chaired it, 
the urban morphology which it generated and the way whose urban renewal insures the sustainability of old human 
establishments. This led us to raise the following questions:  

What are the factors which favored the urban renewal? How it takes place? How does it contribute to the 
sustainable development of the old Aurasian settlements? 

Two hypotheses can be applied: 
 

 Several elements are at the origin of the urban renewal, going of the socioeconomic changes up to the 
intervention policies which aimed at the stabilization of the population in the urban Aurasian areas.  

 The urban renewal intervenes directly on the morphology of this urban fabric and it allows to ally the past (it 
reuses an urban fabric inherited from the previous times), the present (it transforms it to answer a current need) 
and the future (it slows down the growth and protects grounds). This temporality which the urban renewal 
respects is the major principle of the sustainable development. 

3. Methodology of approach: 

Basing on the analysis of the urban renewal process of one of the most important old cores of Arris (Dechra 
Beida) and its urban shape, the article looks for the link between the regeneration of the old Aurasian establishments 
on themselves in front of the sustainable development requirements. To arrive there, we opted for a comparative 
analysis of the urban tissue of Dechra Beida in three different dates. The work knew two phases which are: 
 
 Data collection which was the fruit of a thorough bibliographical search, a survey on ground and of conversations 

with the persons in charge of the technical service of town planning of the MPA (Minucipality Popular 
Assembly). 

 The analysis of the data whose objective was to determine the characteristics which continued in time and which 
have a link with the foundations of the sustainable development. It was necessary thus to redraw the history of 
the urban renewal of Dechra Beida and to determine the factors which favored it as well as to study the urban 
morphology of this establishment in various dates (on 1962, 2010 and 2016). 
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For the morphological analysis, the town planning schemes of 1962 and 2010 as well as the satellite picture of 

2016 (professional Google earth) used were treated and rasterized with QGIS 2.18.2 (software open source SIG). 
The images were then analyzed by the software Fractalyse 2.4.1.1. The latter was developed within the team "Ville, 
Mobilité, Territoire " of the laboratory ThéMA (théoriser et modéliser pour aménager), supervised by professor 
Pierre Frankhauser . Fractalyse considers the fractal dimension of the surface built of cities and calculates fractals 
descriptors which are: the fractal dimension, the scaling behavior, the extraction of the total border or the envelope 
of an image, the number of aggregates and the number of gaps [2,3,4].The reserved methods of investigation are:  
 
 The analysis of correlation which allowed us to determine the homogeneity of the surface, its hierarchy and 

complexity. 
 The analysis of dilation which informed us about the compactness of the urban tissue and allowed the extraction 

of the border. 
 The calculation of indicators of the border’s dendricity, the fragmentation and the  roughness. 

4. Presentation of the case of study: 

4.1. Urban agglomeration of Arris: 

Arris is the most important built-up area of the valley of the Oued El Biod. It is situated in the heart of Arris 
(wilaya of Batna) (fig.1) 60 km from the South-East of the city of Batna, along the main road N° 31. In 1961, the 
population of Arris (fig.2) was 7536 inhabitants, but in 1966 the number declined in 5934. This is due to the rural 
exodus which knew the entire Aurasian region. 
 

 
Fig. 1.Situation of Arris 

 

From 1977, Arris knew a population growth which achieved 8867 inhabitants. In 1987 the number of the 
population doubled and has achieved 16515 inhabitants. In the last census of 2008, Arris counted 21333 inhabitants. 
It is classified in the 6th rank on the demographic plan after the cities of Batna, Barika, Ain Touta, Merouana and 
N’gaous[5]. 

Old three pits: Beida, Ain Arkeb and Thaarichet are the first realizations which gave birth to the urban 
conglomeration of Arris (fig.3). 
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